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While including the cement–bone interface of complete cemented hip reconstructions is crucial to correctly capture their
response, its modelling is often overly simplified. In this study, the mechanical mixed-mode response of the cement–bone
interface is investigated, taking into account the effects of the well-defined microstructure that characterises the interface.
Computed tomography-based plain strain finite element analyses models of the cement–bone interface are built and loaded
in multiple directions. Periodic boundaries are considered and the failure of the cement and bone fractions by cracking of the
bulk components are included. The results compare favourably with experimental observations. Surprisingly, the analyses
reveal that under shear loading no failure occurs and considerable normal compression is generated to prevent interface
dilation. Reaction forces, crack patterns and stress fields provide more insight into the mixed-mode failure process.
Moreover, the cement–bone interface analyses provide details which can serve as a basis for the development of a cohesive
law.
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Introduction

In finite element analyses (FEA) of complete cemented

total hip reconstructions, the mechanical response of the

cement–bone interface is often overly simplified. In pre-

vious analyses, the cement–bone interface was uniformly

modelled as infinitely stiff (Katoozian and Davy 2000;

Hung et al. 2004; Stolk et al. 2007), as a layer of soft tissue

elements (Verdonschot and Huiskes 1997; Colombi 2002)

and as a frictional contact layer (Lewis and Duggineni

2006). However, experiments with laboratory prepared

cement–bone interface specimens demonstrate that the

variety of the interfacial microstructure leads to a

substantial variance in its mechanical compliance and

strength (Mann et al. 2008). Moreover, post-mortem

retrievals show that the cement–bone interface is

considerably degenerated making the interface even

more compliant (Bishop et al. 2009; Miller et al. 2010;

Race et al. 2010).

Micro-mechanical FEA models have recently been

developed, which are able to reproduce the static and

fatigue behaviour of the cement–bone interface in vitro

(Janssen et al. 2008, 2009; Waanders et al. 2009, 2010).

However, such micro models cannot be implemented in

complete FEA models of hip reconstructions due to their

extremely large computational cost.

Cohesive zone models have attracted a growing

interest in the scientific community to model the cement–

bone interface in complete hip reconstructions (Mann and

Damron 2002; Moreo et al. 2006, 2007; Perez et al. 2009).

In cohesive zone models, a constitutive relation, or

cohesive zone law, between the traction and opening

displacement in both normal and tangential direction has

to be defined. Moreover, the response of the interface to

mixed-mode loading may be captured either by imple-

menting an independent traction-opening displacement

relationships in normal and tangential direction (Mann and

Damron 2002) or defining a mixed-mode model with an

interaction between normal and tangential opening

displacements (Moreo et al. 2006, 2007; Perez et al.

2009). The responses of such mixed-mode models can be

fit to mixed-mode experimental observations (Mann et al.

2001; Wang et al. 2010). However, a major limitation of

these mixed-mode experiments is the wide range in

mechanical responses as a result of specimen variety, since

destructive mechanical testing in multiple directions with

a single cement–bone interface specimen is not possible.

Several studies have focused on the relation between

the mechanical response of the cement–bone interface and

its interfacial morphology under tensile loading. It was

shown that the tensile strength of the interface is strongly
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related to the mineral density of the cement–bone

interface obtained from quantitative computed tomogra-

phy (CT) and the maximum cement penetration in the

bone (Lotz et al. 1991; Mann et al. 1997). Moreover,

unidirectional experiments and FEA analyses have

successfully related the strength and stiffness of the

cement–bone interface to the contact area between the

bone and cement (Mann et al. 2008), the average level of

cement penetration into the bone (Waanders et al. 2010)

and the fraction of cement–bone intersections over the

complete interface (Miller et al. 2010). However, no

reports have been made to explore the relationship

between strength of the interface and its morphology under

different mixed loading conditions.

The goal of this study was to investigate in detail the

mechanical mixed-mode response of the cement–bone

interface. The acquired results, in terms of tractions and

displacements, should subsequently serve as a basis for the

implementation in cohesive elements. Using a multi-scale

approach, CT-based FEA models of the cement–bone

interface were built and tested, under loading in multiple

directions. The model accounted for the failure of both the

cement and bone by cracking of the bulk components. We

focused our analysis on the following key-aspects: (1) the

relationship between the normal and tangential tractions

during mixed-mode loading of the cement–bone interface

and (2) the relation between the interfacial response and

morphology under mixed-mode loading.

Methods

Four generalised two-dimensional (2D) plane strain FEA

models of the cement–bone interface were built, based on

a single micro-CT slice (12mm isotropic resolution, see

Figure 1(a)) of four different physical specimens contain-

ing the cement–bone interface (Waanders et al. 2009).

The selected slices contained only one bone and cement

body to avoid floating particles. The FEA models included

the complex morphology of the cement–bone interface

and were meshed using a custom algorithm to recreate the

gaps between the cement and bone (Waanders et al. 2009).

The top edge of the bone and bottom edge of the cement

had an offset of ,1 mm relative to the contact interface to

avoid mechanical boundary artefacts at the contact

interface, since previous studies have shown that the

majority of motion takes place at the contact interface and

not in the surrounding materials (Mann et al. 2008, 2009;

Waanders et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2010). Each model was

mirrored to fulfil the periodic boundary conditions

(Mullins et al. 2007; Pahr and Zysset 2008); this will be

clarified later (Figure 1(b)). The accuracy of the mesh was

ascertained through a mesh refinement study and the

resulting models contained on average 96,900 elements

and 23,400 nodes. Contact between the bone and cement

was modelled using a double-sided node to surface contact

algorithm (MSC.MARC 2007r1, MSC Software Corpor-

ation, Santa Ana, CA, USA) with a friction coefficient of

0.3 (Janssen et al. 2008).

Both the bone and the cement were initially modelled

as isotropic linear elastic materials. Young’s modulus (E)

and Poisson’s ratio (n) of the cement were taken as

3000 MPa and 0.3, respectively (Harper and Bonfield

2000; Janssen et al. 2009). The bone properties were based

upon micro-CT greyscale values, which were converted to

equivalent hydroxyapatite (HA)-densities using a cali-

bration phantom. The assumption of a linear relationship

between HA-density and Young’s modulus (Lotz et al.

1991) resulted in Young’s modulus’ 0.1 # E #

20,000 MPa (n ¼ 0.3).

Previous experiments showed the formation of cracks

in the cement and bone when loaded to failure (Mann et al.

2008). Crack formation in the bulk bone and cement due to

excessive stresses was included in the models using an

adapted custom-written FEA algorithm to simulate static

failure (Stolk et al. 2004). Static failure occurred when the

local principal tensile stress either in the cement or in the

bone exceeded the strength of the material. The strength of

the cement was taken as 40 MPa (Lewis 1997; Harper and

Bonfield 2000), while the strength of the bone was based

on the local Young’s modulus (Keyak et al. 2005;

Figure 1. (a) Out of one slice of the micro-CT data of the
cement–bone interface, the generalised plain strain model was
created. The micro-CT data contained only one bone and one
cement body to avoid any redundant particles. Micro gaps
between the bone and the cement were recreated using a custom
algorithm (Waanders et al. 2009). (b) All models were mirrored
what resulted in four models with distinct differences in
dimensions and interface morphology (Table 1). The four
mirrored models had an average width, ‘w’ and thickness, ‘t’, of
9.43 and 3.80 mm, respectively.

D. Waanders et al.146
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Waanders et al. 2010).

S ¼ 102
E

14; 900

� �ð1:80=1:86Þ

:

Cracks were simulated by setting Young’s modulus in the

direction perpendicular to the corresponding principal

stress direction to 0.1 MPa.

Periodic boundary conditions were applied to both

sides of the model in order to establish a multi-scale

representation of the cement–bone interface. In this way,

the complete cement–bone interface was considered as a

series of periodic micro structures (Kadir et al. 2010). The

periodic boundary conditions were implemented con-

structing nodal links between nodes periodically located

on the left and right side of the model (Figure 2(a);

Salomonsson and Andersson 2008).

uxð0; yÞ ¼ uxðw; yÞ uyð0; yÞ ¼ uyðw; yÞ:

In these two equations, ‘ui’ represents the displacement

and ‘w’ the width. To avoid bone-to-cement nodes at the

boundary between two different periodic cells, the models

were mirrored. Moreover, all nodes of the bottom edge

were fixed in both directions (Figure 2(b)), while the nodes

on the top edge uniformly displaced.

Each model was loaded until failure by applying an

incremental displacement (D ¼ 0.001 mm) to the top edge.

Eleven directions (a) were considered: 08 (pure tension),

158, 308, 458, 608, 758, 908 (pure shear), 1058, 1208,

1508and 1808 (pure compression) (Figure 2(b)). Hence, the

incremental normal and tangential displacement, DN and

DT, applied to the nodes on the top edge were

DN ¼ D cosðaÞ DT ¼ D sinðaÞ:

The resultant reaction force was calculated as well as its

normal (TN) and tangential (TT) component.

The interface morphology was quantified using a CT-

based stereology approach (Miller et al. 2010; Waanders

et al. 2010). A 12 £ 6 grid was spanned over the micro-CT

scan of each model (Figure 3). For each of the 12 vertical

and 6 horizontal lines, the local normal and tangential

cement interdigitation was measured, respectively. Local

cement interdigitation was defined as the total amount of

cement that was captured between two pieces of bone for

the grid line. Subsequently, the average interdigitation was

determined for both normal (intN) and tangential direction,

(intT). The tangential interdigitation was doubled to

account for the interdigitation for the mirrored models.

The average interdigitation in each direction was used as a

global measure of cement penetration. Subsequently, for

each loading angle (a), the average normal and tangential

interdigitation was determined as

intN;a ¼ jintN cosðaÞj intT;a ¼ intT sinðaÞ:

The influence of the choice of an ,1 mm offset

dimension was explored by extending the cement and bone

an additional 1 mm from the cement–bone interface

Figure 2. (a) Periodic boundary conditions were applied to the
left and right side of each model by applying links between
each side. As a result of the mirroring of the models, only bone-
to-bone and cement-to-cement links were created. Moreover,
this subsequently resulted in a smooth ‘infinite’ contour of the
contact interface between the bone and cement. (b) The bottom
part of each model was fixated in x- as well as y-direction.
The periodic boundary description resulted in equal motion of
the nodes on the model’s left and right side: uxð0; yÞ ¼
uxðw; yÞ; uyð0; yÞ ¼ uyðw; yÞ. The nodes in top plane (y ¼ t)
were incrementally displaced under 11 different angles, a.
Tangential displacements were consequently applied in positive
x-direction.

Figure 3. A grid was superimposed over each specimen.
Twelve vertical lines were subdivided over the complete
specimen’s width with equal spacing. For each line, the local
interdigitation was determined (Miller et al. 2010; Waanders et al.
2010). The 12 local interdigitations were averaged resulting in
the average normal interdigitation, intN, (Table 1). A similar
approach was used to determine the cement interdigitation in
tangential direction, intT. The only difference was that the six
horizontal lines were spanned over the height of interdigitation
and not the specimen’s complete height and that the tangential
interdigitation was subsequently doubled.

Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering 147
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in model 2. The extended model 2 was subsequently

loaded in pure tension (08) and pure shear (908) and the

results, were compared with the original model 2.

During each simulation, the normal (TN) and tangential

tractions (TT) as well as the normal (DN) and tangential

displacements (DT) were monitored. For each simulation,

four traction–displacement (T 2 D) responses were

analysed: TN 2 DN, TN 2 DT, TT 2 DT and TT 2 DN. In

normal and tangential direction, the initial stiffness

((›TN/›DN) and (›TT/›DT)) and strength (TN,ult and TT,ult)

were determined. Linear regression analysis was used to

determine relationships between the normalised cement

interdigitation, intN,a and intT,a, and interface initial

stiffness and strength.

Results

All four models showed similar response under mixed-

mode loading. In pure tension (a ¼ 08), the cement–bone

interface showed a traction–displacement response with

an initial stiffness followed by initiation of damage and

softening (Figure 4(a)). Moreover, under pure tension–the

tractions in the tangential direction (TT) were found to be

negligible (Figure 4(d)). Symmetric crack patterns were

characterised in breaking off bone and cement spurs

(Figure 5). The ultimate strengths (TN,ult) in pure tension

for the four models ranged from 1.28 to 2.79 MPa and the

normal stiffness (›TN/›DN) from 123 to 251 MPa/mm

(Table 1). In contrast, pure compressive loading

(a ¼ 1808) resulted in a linear TN 2 DN relationship

(Figure 4(a)), with stiffness ranging from 769 to

1538 MPa/mm (Table 1). Hardly any cracks occurred in

pure compression (Figure 5).

In pure shear (a ¼ 908), a linear increase of TT as a

function DT was found; and none of the models reached

failure (Figure 4(c)). The tangential stiffness (›TT/›DT)

ranged from 222 to 332 MPa/mm for all the models.

Surprisingly, despite the lack of a softening phase in pure

shear, cracks were observed which originated at the

contact interface and progressed into the bone and cement

bulk without breaking off spurs (Figure 5). Additionally, a

considerable compressive traction was observed to prevent

dilation of the interface (Figure 4(b)).

For all the considered intermediate values of a a

smooth transition between responses described above was

observed (Figures 4 and 6). It is interesting to observe that

for a ¼ 458, 608 and 758 the normal tractions become

eventually compressive. To better understand this counter

intuitive response, we focused on model 3 where for

a ¼ 458 the stress distribution at different points along the

loading path was reported (Figure 7). We observed that for

this value of a, the TN 2 DN response increased linearly

until the ultimate strength (TN,ult) was reached. At this

point, all bone reaction forces acted in positive y-direction

and few cracks were observed (Figure 7(a)). Nearly the

whole stress field in normal direction (syy) was positive

and the stress field in tangential direction (sxx) revealed the

first areas subjected to compression due to the bone–

cement contact. After this point, TN decreased and when

TN ¼ 0 both tensile and compressive contact forces were

observed (Figure 7(b)). Cracks were present in both bone

and cement and progressed into the bulk materials.

Positive and negative values were found for the stress

field syy. The stress field sxx showed some areas of com-

pression which were located between the contact area

and the originated cracks. When displaced further, TN

became negative, so that normal compression was induced

even with the positive normal displacement. When

TN ¼ 2TN,ult, almost all reaction forces acted in the

negative y-direction (Figure 7(c)). The amount of cracks

increased considerably and almost the whole area with

bone–cement interlock was loaded in compression, sxx.

Comparison of all mixed-mode responses showed that

the normal traction (TN) and displacements (DN) at which

the normal strength was reached (›TN/›DN ¼ 0) decreased

when the loading angle increased (Figures 4 and 6).

Although loaded in different directions, the normal

stiffness (›TN/›DN) remained constant (Figures 4 and 6).

On the other hand, the tangential stiffness (›TT/›DT) was

found to increase as a function of the loading angle.

For model 2, addition of an extra bone and cement

layer did not affect the response in pure tension (08)

(Figure 8(a)). On the other hand, in pure shear (908), the

extra layers (ELs) made the response in the tangential

direction more compliant (Figure 8(b)); the tangential

stiffness (›TT/›DT) decreased from 241 to 167 MPa/mm.

However, when the samegage length in the extended model 2

was considered as in the original model, the difference in

mechanical response was negligible. In contrast to the

aforementioned phenomena, the coupled stiffness (›TN/›DT)

based on the original gage length of the extended model did

not match the (›TN/›DT) response of the original model 2

(Figure 8(b)). Considering an equal applied load, the

extended model resulted in the largest tangential defor-

mation (Figure 8(c)). Again when considering the same gage

length in the extended model as the original model 2, the

deformations were nearly identical.

Finally, the relation between the mechanical response

and the morphology was investigated. The maximum

tensile traction (TN) that occurred under tensile loading

(›TN/›DN ¼ 0) was found to be moderately correlated

with the average normal interdigitation (intN,a)

(r 2 ¼ 0.54; Figure 9(a)). Different loading directions did

not strongly influence the normal stiffness (›TN/›DN) in

tension and compression (Figures 4 and 6) and could,

therefore, not be related to the average normal interdigita-

tion (intN,a) (r 2 ¼ 0.00002 and r 2 ¼ 0.21 for tension and

compression, respectively; Figure 9(b)). The tangent

stiffness at different load angles (›TT/›DT) showed no

D. Waanders et al.148
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correlation with the average tangential interdigitation

(intT,a) (r 2 ¼ 0.03; Figure 9(c)).

Discussion

In this study, four generalised plain strain FEA models

were used to investigate the mixed-mode response of the

cement–bone interface. The analysis represented a basis

for the implementation of an ad hoc cohesive law.

The results show that the ultimate tensile strength

(TN,ult) and stiffness (›TN/›DN) determined for each model

compare well with experimental observations, while the

compressive stiffness is overestimated (Table 1). The

response in shear also results in a satisfactory stiffness

(›TT/›DT) relative to experimental findings, but differs

from the simulated tensile response as no ultimate strength

is found. This can be explained by the crack patterns,

Figure 4. The traction–displacement relationships between TN and DN (a), TN and DT (b), TT and DT (c) and TT and DN (d) of model 1 for
11 different angles. In pure tension (a ¼ 08), the complete traction–displacement response is captured in subfigure (a). Obviously, no DT

took place in pure tension (b) and as a result of the symmetry no TT occurred (d). In pure compression (a ¼ 1808), there was a very stiff
TN 2 DN response (a), again without any DT (b) and TT (d). In pure shear (a ¼ 908), no ultimate strength was found (c) and a considerable
TN was needed to prevent dilation of the bone (b). The mixed-mode responses showed a gradual decrease in ultimate TN as the loading
angle increased.

Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering 149
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which show that bone and cement spurs break off in tension,

while in shear the cracks progress into the bulk materials.

Additionally, a considerable compressive traction is needed

to prevent dilation of the interface. All mixed-mode

responses show a gradual transition between the three

‘principal’ responses: tension, shear and compression.

The mechanical mixed-mode response cannot be

related to the interface morphology in terms of cement

interdigitation. The ultimate strength in normal direction

for all the mixed modes and the normal and tangential

stiffness showed either a poor or no correlation with the

average normal and tangential interdigitation of the cement.

In the original models, the top edge of the bone and

bottom edge of the cement were modelled with an ,1 mm

offset relative to the contact interface to avoid mechanical

boundary artefacts such as stress concentration and crack

progression. To study the influence of such boundary

conditions, the offset of model 2 was extended by adding

an extra cement and bone layer. This EL appears not to

affect the normal response, but makes the tangential

response more compliant. However, when the same gage

length as the original model 2 is considered, the response

matches the response of the original model 2. This

indicates that in the shear direction, extending the

boundary conditions does not have an effect on the near

interface deformation field. However, the addition of the

ELs increases the compliance in the axial direction, which

in turn reduces the amount of compression generated

during shear loading. One would anticipate that additional

extension of the cement and bone offset would further

reduce the coupled stiffness, (›TN/›DT).

When loaded in pure tension (08), fully symmetric

crack patterns arise in the cement–bone interface as a

result of the symmetric morphology (Figure 5). In pure

shear (908), the cracks progress into the bulk material. This

type of cracking at the cement–bone interface was

reported before (Yang et al. 2010). The crack patterns that

occur when loaded in 458 tend to be a combination of the

crack patterns in 08 and 908; spurs break off and cracks

progress into the bulk (Figure 5).

In pure shear, a considerable compressive traction is

generated which prevents dilation of the interface.

Moreover, no ultimate strength was found in pure shear,

which is different from experimental findings. This can be

explained by the experimental set-up used in these tests in

which linear sliders were used, which result in no

interfacial normal stresses when loaded in shear

(Mann et al. 1999, 2001; Kim et al. 2004). This allows

the interface to open (Lee et al. 2001), but is neglected in

the overall motion analysis (Mann et al. 2009), in contrast

to the current study. However, recently, shear experiments

of the cement–bone interface have been performed in

which the interface was not allowed to dilate (Yang et al.

2010). In this study, ultimate shear strengths were found

which exceeded 20 MPa; considerably larger compared to

the studies in which interfacial dilation was allowed. FEA

studies on other interfaces have demonstrated that

normal compression stresses do occur in pure shear

Figure 5. Crack patterns in the cement (purple) and bone
(orange) of model 1 after D ¼ 0.1 mm displacement under five
different load angles. At a ¼ 08, the cement spurs were
completely destructed, what resulted in almost no TN (Figure
4(a)). At a ¼ 908, however, cracks travelled into the bulk of the
bone and cement instead of breaking off spurs, what resulted in
no ultimate strength in shear (Figure 4(c)). The crack patterns that
arose at a ¼ 458 showed a combination of the crack patterns in
pure tension and shear. In pure compression (a ¼ 1808), hardly
any cracks occurred.

Table 1. Morphological and mechanical parameters of the four models and experiments (Mann et al. 2008; Waanders et al. 2010), while
the ultimate tensile strength, TN,ult and the stiffness at 08 and 908 fell in the range with what has been found previously, the compressive
stiffness was over-predicted.

Model
intN
(mm)

intT
(mm)

08TN,ult

(MPa)
08ð›TN=›DNÞ

(MPa/mm)
1808ð›TN=›DNÞ

(MPa/mm)
908ð›TT=›DTÞ

(MPa/mm)

1 0.21 5.84 1.82 123 888 217
2 0.26 5.14 2.79 251 975 241
3 0.03 3.08 1.28 149 769 294
4 0.48 4.36 2.19 172 1538 323
Experimental 0.14–0.48 No data 1.2–6.4 61.7–587 84–630 25.3–301
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loading of interfaces (Salomonsson 2008). It is believed

that this is caused by the formation of micro cracks and

shear hackles in the interlaced interface (Pettersson et al.

2006). These features were also found in the current study

(Figures 5 and 7).

By means of the implementation of periodic boundary

conditions, one cement–bone interface model represents

the complete cement–bone interface of a complete hip

reconstruction. The periodic boundary conditions are

applied using links, which provide equal displacements on

both sides of the model (Salomonsson and Andersson

2008). The initial mirroring of the models consequently

results in bone-to-bone and cement-to-cement links. The

results show that the periodic boundary conditions result in

stress distributions that are smoothly transferred from the

model’s left side to its right side (Figure 7). Also, cracks

that progressed into one of the model’s sides continued

progressing out of the opposite side (Figure 7) indicating

that the boundary conditions functioned properly.

Our study limitations include the modelling of the

cement–bone interface, which was considered as 2D plain

strain models instead of complete 3D models of the

interface. Although the plane strain models result in

satisfactorily ultimate tensile strengths, the accompanying

displacement at peak strength is rather low compared to

the experimental findings (Mann et al. 2008). Whether this

‘brittle response’ could be ascribed to the fact that 2D

models were used is not clear, but 2D models do prohibit

local motions in the third degree of freedom, which could

contribute to more interfacial friction. Furthermore, the

models are very stiff in compression, which could be

attributed to the absence of significant gaps and cavities at

the interface. Moreover, the applied periodic boundary

conditions prohibit the models to expand as a result of the

compression.

During the generation of the models used in this study,

the models were mirrored. Although this does not

represent a cement–bone interface portion that would

occur in vivo, utilising symmetric models is commonly

used in orthopaedic related FEA studies to apply the

preferred boundary conditions (Mullins et al. 2007; Pahr

and Zysset 2008; Kadir et al. 2010). Moreover, besides the

boundary condition issue, mirroring is necessary to

achieve the desired mechanical response. When the

models have not been mirrored, confounding tangential

tractions would occur when loaded in pure tension.

To relate the mechanical mixed-mode response of the

cement–bone interface to interface morphology, we have

focused on the cement penetration into the bone, which has

not been proven to be a reliable parameter for mechanical

comparisons in tension and shear (Waanders et al. 2010).

Other approaches such as the quantitative CT-density and

the contact area between the bone and cement were not

used, since these ‘global’ parameters could not be

converted to a directional dependent value. To determine

the angular-dependent cement penetration, we have used

Figure 6. The TN 2 DN and TT 2 DT relationships for the models 2–4. The mixed-mode responses of model 1 was already shown
in Figure 4. In pure tension, the models 2 and 3 resulted in a rather ‘brittle’ response, while model 4 was more ductile.
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an approach that used the maximum normal and tangential

cement penetration as a function of the loading angle.

Quantifying the cement penetration for each loading angle

would result in measurement difficulties, due to the

differences in grid distances and the interfacial with over

which the grid is spanned.

Another limitation of our study is that the effect of

damage occurring under a certain load/direction on the

mechanical response in another direction have been

investigated. For example, it is not known how a complete

fracture, as a result of a pure tensile load, affects the

mechanical response in tangential direction with respect to

the undamaged tangential response. Additional simu-

lations could be performed in which for each loading

angle, multiple damage stages are captured. Subsequently,

these damaged cases would be loaded in other directions.

However, this fell beyond the scope of the current study.

A similar limitation is the path dependency, which was

not investigated. In this study, the top plane of the bone is

consequently moved in one direction starting from the

origin. Other paths, such as a normal displacement

followed by a tangential displacement, were not

considered. However, it was previously shown that the

loading path has significant influence on the mechanical

response (van den Bosch et al. 2006; Park et al. 2009).

The results show that the cement–bone interface is

almost infinitely strong in pure shear. However, exper-

imental tests have shown that this is not the case (Mann

et al. 1999, 2001; Yang et al. 2010). The discrepancy

between these two findings can be explained by the rigid

boundary conditions that were applied to our micro-model,

which are absent in reality. For example, the simulations

do not allow any movement in normal direction if a pure

shear was applied. In reality, the surrounding material will

Figure 7. Post-failure response of model 3 when loaded at 458. Bone reaction forces, crack patterns and stress fields, sxx and syy, at three
different moments during the failure response: (a) TN ¼ TN,ult, (b) TN ¼ 0 and (c) TN ¼ 2TN,ult. The crack patterns at TN ¼ 2TN,ult show
bone and cement cracks that enter the model’s right-hand side and continue progressing from the left side as a result of the periodic
boundary conditions.
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Figure 8. (a) There was negligible difference in tensile response (08) between the original model 2 and the extended model 2 with 1 mm
EL of bone and cement. (b) When loaded under 908 angle, the response of the extended model 2 was more compliant in the tangential as
well as the normal direction. The tangential stiffness ð›TT=›DTÞ decreased from 241 to 167 MPa/mm. However, considering the same
area as the original model 2, there was hardly any difference in tangential stiffness. (c) When loaded with 4 MPa in tangential direction,
there were only some small differences in tangential displacement between the original model 2 and the same area of the extended
model 2. The extended model 2 resulted in more tangential displacement.
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be compliant and allow deformation in normal direction.

Therefore, the information obtained with the micro-

models in this study should be considered as describing the

mechanical behaviour of the cement–bone interface layer

itself. If this behaviour is implemented around cemented

total joint reconstructions, the compliance of the

surrounding material will govern the external boundary

conditions. This will allow the interface to dilate and fail at

realistic shear strength values.

The goal of this study was to generate data on the

mixed-mode response of the cement–bone interface for

implementation in cohesive elements. Cohesive models

that were developed in the past might not be applicable for

the response found in this study, because these models

assume separate fracture energies in tension and shear (Xu

and Needleman 1993; Alfano and Crisfield 2001; Park

et al. 2009). Our study, however, does not find a consistent

value for the fracture energy in shear, because no failure is

predicted. A possible solution is to include a cohesive

model in which a global fracture energy is used instead of

two separate fracture energies and the possibility to define

an interface specific mechanical response in pure shear

(Wei and Hutchinson 2008). Besides the numerical

implementation of cohesive failure models into cohesive

elements, it is also important to emphasise the physical

implementation of the cohesive element into the mesh.

This study demonstrated that the offset of the top and

bottom edge relative to the contact area influences the

shear properties of that specific portion of the cement–

bone interface (Figure 8). Therefore, one should be aware

that when implementing the reported mechanical response

in complete models of cemented hip reconstructions, the

cohesive element not only captures the interface, but also

some adjacent material.

In conclusion: (1) this study revealed novel features of

the cement–bone interface such as considerable compres-

sive tractions and no failure in shear. The predicted tensile

strength and stiffness and the shear stiffness positively

match with previous experimental findings and (2) the

mechanical response could not be related to the interfacial

morphology in terms of cement penetration. Overall, we

conclude that this study exhibited enough detail of the

mechanical mixed-mode response of the cement–bone

interface for implementation in cohesive elements.
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